Founded in 1985
About Amity

Amity Foundation, an independent Chinese social organization, founded in 1985 on the initiative of Chinese Christians led by Bishop K. H. Ting and joined by people from all walks of society, works to promote education, public health, social welfare, community development, environmental protection, disaster relief and other philanthropic undertakings in China and other parts of the world. Amity projects have benefited more than ten million people at home and abroad.
1997 - Amity earned the honor of National Exemplary Organization for Helping the Disabled by the State Council
1999 - Amity was awarded Exemplary Organization for National Unity and Progress by the State Council
2006 - Amity received National Prize for Poverty Reduction
2008 - Amity was the recipient of China Charity Award
2009 - Amity was recognized as Exemplary Organization for National Unity and Progress by the State Council
2010 - Amity earned China Social Innovation Award
2011 - Amity was granted AAAAA-grade NGO status
2012 - Amity was chosen China Charity Enabler
2013 - Amity received Annual Exemplary Charity of Transparency and China’s Annual Prize for Charity Information Disclosure Excellence
2014 - Amity received the special consultative status by the UN Economic and Social Council
2015 - Amity won Annual Tribute Award and Philanthropy Action Award by Accountability China 2015
2016 - Amity was granted AAAAA-grade NGO status and Jiangsu Exemplary NGO
2017 - Amity was awarded 2017 Top Ten Philanthropic Projects of the Year by Actors Alliance
WE ARE FAMILY
Our Vision
Abundant lives, more justice, and a better world

Our Mission
Abiding by the principles of mutual respect and interfaith harmony, Amity builds friendship with people at home and abroad. Through the promotion of holistic development and public welfare, Amity serves society, benefits the people, and contributes to world peace.

Our Goals
To contribute to China’s reform and opening up and social development
To contribute to active participation of Christians in China’s social development
To serve as a channel for people-to-people contact and ecumenical sharing of resources
Our Positioning
Integrator of resources
Innovator of services
Builder of capacity and competence
Advocator of philanthropic principles

Our Advocacy
To realize the philanthropic principles of accountability, professionalism and virtue
To serve people in need in an informative, practical and effective manner

Our Values
Helping people with love and compassion
Enriching virtues to nurture benevolence
Faith and love in action
People oriented development
Equality and respect
Helping people help themselves
Openness and transparency
Integrity and efficiency
Participatory development and sustainable development

Our Culture
The Six Cs
Compassion, Commitment, Competence, Communication, Cooperation and Creativity
Amity’s Development

Amity’s development over the past three decades ——

The first decade (1985-1994) was Amity’s start-up period. This period represents a learning phase for Amity, during which Amity learnt from overseas organizations and gained experience. With funds raised also from overseas, Amity carried out single and small-scale projects in education, elderly service, health care and rural development in Eastern China in an attempt to meet people’s urgent needs.

The second decade (1995-2004) was Amity’s growth period. In this period, Amity took the lead in shifting its focus from the east to the west of China in accordance with the Seven-Year Priority Poverty Alleviation Program. By introducing advanced poverty alleviation and development ideas, Amity launched a number of rural poverty alleviation and integrated development projects. From then on, Amity became an active player in the rural poverty alleviation field in Western China.

The third decade (2005-2014) was Amity’s innovation period. Creating new working areas based on the dynamic of the sector was the main theme of Amity’s work in this phase. New efforts such as carrying out urban community governance and service, cultivating community social organizations, training and founding social enterprises, promoting religion-based philanthropy development and enhancing domestic publicity and fundraising were setting up a solid foundation for the sustainable development of Amity.

Amity is now under its fourth decade of development——

Globalization of Amity’s projects: International projects in disaster relief, poverty alleviation, medical assistance, education and ecology have been carried out in Ethiopia, Kenya, Nepal, Ecuador, Sri Lanka and the Philippines.
Internationalization of Amity’s organization: In 2015, Amity Office in Africa was established in the capital city of Ethiopia, and in 2016, Amity International Office was established in Geneva, Switzerland.

New Strategy, New Journey

Focus on governance in carrying out concerted community development; Focus on service to motivate social service in churches; Focus on sharing to deepen international cooperation; Focus on advocacy to propel healthy development of the philanthropy sector; Focus on innovation to promote diversified development; and Focus on regulation to consummate organizational capacity building.
## Organization Structure

**Board of Directors**

**Executive Staff Meeting**

- Amity Printing Co., Ltd. and other Amity social enterprises
- Shanghai Rende Foundation
- Shanghai Amity Philanthropy Research Center
- Guangzhou Philanthropy Development Center
- Amity Foundation Hong Kong
- Amity Office in Africa
- Amity International Office in Geneva

### Project Management
- Community Development and Disaster Management
- Public Health and HIV/AIDS Prevention
- Education and Scholarship
- Social Welfare
- Church and Social Service
- Education and International Exchange
- Amity Bakery
- Amity Home of Blessings
- Amity Children Development Center
- Amity International Philanthropy Valley
- Amity NGO Development Center
- Kunshan NGO Development Center

### Social Service

### Research & Development

### Resource Development
- Communication and Advocacy
- Cooperation Development
- Volunteer Service
- Human Resource
- Planning and Financing
- Administration and Legal Service
- Research and Innovation
- Area Development
- New Media Development
- Orphan Fostering
- Amity Way Fundraising

### Operation & Administration
 Directors of the Board of Amity Foundation

Chair of the Board

Mr. Qiu Zhonghui
Director of the Disaster Relief Committee, China Charity Alliance
Member of the Standing Committee, China Christian Council / the National Committee of the Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant Churches in China
President of Jiangsu Provincial Christian Council
Vice President of Jiangsu Social Organization Development Association
Member of the 10th and 11th Standing Committee, Jiangsu Provincial Committee of CPPCC

Vice Chair of the Board

Mr. Gu Chuanyong
Former Inspector of Jiangsu Provincial Ethnic Affairs Commission and Jiangsu Provincial Religious Affairs Bureau

Rev. Zhang Keyun
Member of the National Committee of CPPCC
Vice President of China Christian Council
Chairperson of Jiangsu Provincial Committee of the Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant Churches in China

Board Members

Rev. Wang Jun
Member of the Standing Committee, Shaanxi Provincial Committee of CPPCC
Vice Chairperson of the National Committee of the Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant Churches in China
Chairperson and President of Shaanxi Provincial Christian Council / the Shaanxi Committee of the Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant Churches in China
Mr. Qiu Zhonghui  
Director of the Disaster Relief Committee, China Charity Alliance  
Member of the Standing Committee, China Christian Council / the National Committee of the Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant Churches in China  
President of Jiangsu Provincial Christian Council  
Vice President of Jiangsu Social Organization Development Association  
Member of the 10th and 11th Standing Committee, Jiangsu Provincial Committee of CPPCC

Prof. Lu Hanlong  
Former Consultant of Shanghai Municipal Government  
Former Vice President of Chinese Sociological Association  
Former Director of the Institute of Sociology, Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences  
Former Representative of Shanghai Municipal People’s Congress

Mr. Sun Weimin  
Vice Chairman of Suning.com Group Co., Ltd.

Prof. Shi Zengzhi  
Professor and PhD Supervisor of the School of Journalism & Communication, Peking University  
Director of the Center for Public Communication and Social Development, Peking University

Bishop Shen Bin  
Member of the National Committee of CPPCC  
Vice President and Deputy Director of Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association  
Director of Jiangsu Catholic Patriotic Association

Prof. He Guanghu  
Professor and PhD Supervisor of the Department of Religions Study, School of Philosophy, Renmin University of China

Ms. Yu Ruiyu  
Representative of National People’s Congress  
Chairperson of Jiangsu Talent Certified Public Accountants

Rev. Zhang Keyun  
Member of the National Committee of CPPCC  
Vice President of China Christian Council  
Chairperson of the Jiangsu Provincial Committee of the Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant Churches in China
Mr. Huang Haoming
Vice president, China Global Philanthropy Institute
Honorary Chair of the Board, China Association for NGO Cooperation

Mr. Gu Chuanyong
Former Inspector of Jiangsu Provincial Ethnic Affairs Commission and Jiangsu Provincial
Religious Affairs Bureau

Ms. Ling Chunxiang
Chair of the Board of Shanghai Rende Foundation
Vice Chair of the Board of Guangzhou Philanthropy Development Center

Board of Supervisors

Lawyer Wang Yuyue
Partner and lawyer of Q Plus Law Firm

Mr. Zhou Xiaojin
Director of the Second Division, Jiangsu Provincial Bureau of Religious Affairs

Ms. Xu Li
Deputy Director of the Second Division, the United Front Work Department of CPC Jiangsu
Provincial Committee

Consultants

Mr. Zhao Long
Former Deputy Director of Jiangsu Provincial People’s Congress
Former Member of the Standing Committee, CPPCC
Former Chairperson of Jiangsu Provincial Committee of China National Democratic
Construction Association

General Secretary
Ms. Ling Chunxiang
Community Development and Disaster Management

The program started in 1987. Over the past 30 years, Amity has been adhering to the working principles of people first, sustainable development, gender equality, and respect for local culture, to meet the basic needs of people, to establish and to improve community development, cooperation and sharing mechanisms, and to promote the sustainable development of community economy, society, culture and nature. Further, under the guidance of International Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in Humanitarian Response, Amity has been devoted to carrying out disaster prevention, disaster reduction, emergency relief and post-disaster reconstruction work based on the needs of people, with a focus on enhancing the resilience of the affected areas. At present, the program has raised over RMB800 million accumulatively, with presence in over 20 provinces and regions such as Guizhou, Yunnan, Shaanxi, Guangxi, Hunan, Sichuan, Inner Mongolia, Gansu, Qinghai, Ningxia, Shanxi, Jiangsu and Fujian, and overseas countries including North Korea, Kenya, the Philippines, Nepal, Ecuador, Sri Lanka, Ethiopia, etc. Up to now, more than 10 million people have benefited from the program.
Philosophy

To explore the value of rural culture, to cultivate the power of rural subjects, and to achieve independent development of rural areas.

Brand Projects

Eco-community Program – Activities including eco-washroom, clean energy utilization, eco-agriculture and waste disposal are implemented to protect rural natural resources while improving the comfort of rural life.

Safe Land Program – Various types of disaster prevention and mitigation activities are conducted in disaster-prone areas, including safe house construction, dam and water resources management, community risk prevention, and disaster reduction training to build villages of resilience.
Public Health and HIV/AIDS Prevention

The program provides primary health care and related medical assistance to communities and HIV-positives and related people, improve public health and basic medical conditions in poor communities, establish and enhance poverty prevention and control systems for poverty stricken communities, and improve health conditions of people in impoverished areas. By the end of 2017, more than 22,000 village doctors have received trainings and more than 750 village clinics have been built by Amity.
Philosophy

To empower women, children and the sick and weak so that they can equally enjoy healthy lives.

Brand Projects

Rural Medical Plan – The project becomes the first line of defense to protect the villagers' lives and health.

Creating Friendly Environment for HIV-positives – We help HIV-positives and their families in their lives and health conditions to build a harmonious and stable environment.
Orphan Fostering

The program provides necessary living and learning support for orphans living in difficult conditions and builds social supporting network for these orphans by creating opportunities for them to interact with peer groups, communities, schools and teachers. By the end of 2017, the project has raised more than RMB230 million to support over 41,000 orphans in 15 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions. In 2017, the program won The Jiangsu Charity Award as The Most Influential Project.
Philosophy

To promote the whole-person development of orphans, protect their spiritual growth and accelerate their social integration process.

Brand Projects

“Our Childhood” Summer Camp - Volunteers and supported orphans take part in various summer camp activities, which help them establish a friendship network, set up a positive outlook on life and values, as well as gaining confidence and dignity.

Good Neighbor Action – The project guides and helps those children living in difficulties (mainly orphans) to establish positive interactions with family members, peer groups, schools, and communities, strengthens social support system for the target groups, and helps to complete their socialization process. Moreover, we help enable target groups’ self-growth and self-enhancement in the society.

Warm New Year - We give out gifts and festival greetings to those children supported before Spring Festival every year.
The program focuses on the education of young people in rural areas. By providing support for those poverty-stricken students, improving campus infrastructure and advocating special education, Amity has been making every effort on creating an all-round on-campus ecosystem to enable students in underdeveloped areas to enjoy equal education. By the end of 2017, the project has supported over 430,000 primary and middle school students to go back to school, helped 1,270 university students to complete their studies, constructed 468 school buildings, provided sports equipment to 2,378 poor schools and carried out “Football 1+1” project in 30 schools across Jiangsu, Anhui and Qinghai provinces.
Philosophy

To promote educational equality so as to protect the right to education for young people in poverty-stricken areas.

Brand Projects

Future Engineers – The project provides scholarship, vocational training, and job placement advice to poor students who are in the vocational education stage to help them complete studies and find jobs.

Desks in Mountainous Schools – The project provides children living in mountainous areas with special desks and chairs designed for children’s physical development to support their happy learning and healthy grow-up.

University for Girls – Amity sponsors needy female students from rural families to complete their university education. A very valuable part of the project is the whole-person development in building up personal capacity in communication, thinking and life planning skills which are crucial for adult life.

Torch Project – Launched in year 2000, the project aims at supporting impoverished college students to complete their education and finally give back to the society. In the project, Amity encourages college students to participate in social service and other philanthropic activities to go on the torch relay.
Social Welfare

The program serves the disadvantaged groups, especially providing holistic care for abandoned babies, children with disabilities and adolescents in welfare homes, for purpose of promoting the development of child care, special education and rehabilitation medical professions and advocating a philosophy of development equality. Through Amity Bilingual Program for the Hearing Impaired, 1,000 children with hearing disabilities obtained equal education and 2,000 teachers were trained for advanced concepts and techniques in special education. Amity Foster Care Project delivered family warmth to 3,000 children. And 500 Amity grandmas cared for orphans and children with disabilities in welfare centers with their great patience and love. By the end of 2017, more than 100,000 persons have directly benefited from the program.
Philosophy

To care and serve people with disabilities and children in difficult circumstances, guarding their rights to live, to develop and to participate in society.

Brand Projects

Love Having Home – Amity cooperates with child service organizations to guard at-risk children’s right to live and right to develop through family placement service for children.

Love in One Class – Amity explores the localization of international special education concepts to improve the education quality for students with special needs and to promote social inclusion of people with disabilities.

Love Sign Language – Through trainings and activities, Amity advocates sign language and cultural acceptance for the hearing impaired and enhances their equal participation in society.
Service for People with Disabilities

Through social service entities including Amity Home of Blessings, Amity Children Development Center, and Amity Bakery, Amity Foundation is committed to the harmonious development of the whole society by striving to improve the living quality of the targeted groups, help build confidence and capacity for families with people with disabilities, help improve childcare, rehabilitation and special education in this sector, and support targeted groups to attend vocational trainings.
Philosophy

To promote public awareness on and understanding for children and adolescents who need special care with "people first", "helping people help themselves" and "holistic care" in mind.

Brand Projects

Amity Bakery - A sheltered vocational training center that provides for young adults with learning difficulties.

Immense Love for Children with Autism – Amity provides professional services for children with autism and their families, which gives them hope for future.
Visioned at care for others’ elder as your own, missioned with abundant lives through social service, and targeted at outstanding governance, outstanding service and outstanding brand, Amity International Philanthropy Valley, a joint project initiated by Amity Foundation and the Civil Affairs Bureau of Qixia District, Nanjing, provides care services for the elderly. It aims to establish model bases for care of the elderly, based on which Amity also supports philanthropic entrepreneurship and NGO development, provides charity and social service training, facilitates exchanges between volunteers at home and abroad, and organizes international philanthropy-themed forums.
Philosophy

To provide institution-based, community-based and home-based service for the elderly and combine nursing with rehabilitation and hospital care. We have been dedicated to creating an all-round philanthropic entity.

Brand Projects

Papa and Mama’s Canteen - Free lunch and neighborhood care for the elderly who need help in communities.

Friends of the Alzheimer’s – Amity joins hands with social forces to build a friendly community for elderly with Alzheimer.

Days of Love - Through games with specially designed clothes and equipment, visitors experience what it is like physically to be aged to raise public empathy.
Education and International Exchange

Amity Foundation carries out international exchange programs such as long-term and short-term English teacher training program and service learning program, to introduce advanced concepts from abroad to promote education fairness. We hope, through volunteering exchanges and experience, that international and Chinese volunteers would have better understanding on the Chinese society and international communities respectively and that Chinese volunteers would be more capable to participate in international activities. The programs aim to exchange and share Chinese and foreign culture and to contribute to the communication and peace around the world. Over the past 30 years, our programs have introduced over 2,000 foreign teachers to teach at Chinese colleges and universities and over 32,000 Chinese middle school teachers have been trained at the Summer English Program.
Philosophy

To promote international exchanges across different cultures with efforts to safeguard world peace.

Brand Projects

Amity Teachers Program (ATP) - As one of the earliest programs of Amity, we have been committed to improving the English level of students in normal universities and colleges. We hope that through the unique English teaching process, trainees will be enabled to work in a wider area after graduation.

Service Learning Programs (SLP) - Young volunteers from all over the world are able to have a close interaction with Chinese social organizations, fully understand China's social development, and actively participate in service learning such as education, social work, disaster management, environmental protection, agricultural development, health care and cultural and artistic services.

Amity Pfrang Scholarship Program - The program was established in 2001 and has received strong support from local education departments at all levels. Over 3,000 needy students from poverty stricken families have benefitted from the program.
Based on the NGO development centers and community governance practice, Amity is devoted to building up platforms for sector advocacy and standards establishment, resource support, and community service so as to provide comprehensive support from the aspects of organization building, philanthropy talents development and policy environment building. Through execution of projects, we organized and called for the involvement of community residents and NGOs in community affairs. Apart from meeting all kinds of needs from residents, we helped build communities where every member could participate in the community building and community governance through discussions and involvement. Up to now, Amity has incubated and supported approximately 760 NGOs and operated and supervised over RMB 50 million charity fund for various projects, and nearly 130,000 persons have benefitted from our programs.
Philosophy

Taking “government guidance, social participation and independent operation” as the principles, Amity leverages on the advantages of government, enterprises and professional social organizations and is dedicated to incubating and serving all kinds of social organizations.

Brand Projects

Elderly Health Program – By establishing a service system of "community doctors + community social organizations + social workers", Amity integrates idle rehabilitation resources and space in communities to provide physical function recovery, psychological support, social function recovery and other related service for those elderly with disability and/or dementia, thereby improving the quality of life and mental happiness of the clients in their later years.

Community Garden Project – Amity takes transformation of community garden as an entry point. By exploring leaders for communities, Amity introduces professional discussion process to involve more community residents in community activities. Moreover, we support residents to participate in community affairs. All of above actions have driven multiple social forces to jointly promote community governance.

Force Awakens - Through the empowerment and capacity increase of social organizations, Amity facilitates the transformation of suitable social organizations into social enterprises to realize sustainable development through business model establishment, case analysis, organization comparison, project support, business mentor guidance and other tools from a start-up perspective.
Amity Foundation has taken an active part in promoting the development of online charity with an open, inclusive, interconnecting and crossover network thinking since 2007. It has established stable and good cooperation with a number of charity platforms such as Tencent, Alipay, Ant Financial, JD and Baidu, etc. By making use of Internet technology, Amity has tried to converge and integrate resources, aiming at building and innovating a new communication and fundraising pattern which is unique and fit for its continued development.

In order to adapt to the rapid development of the Internet industry, Amity Foundation announced on January 5, 2016 to found Amity Way. It is a crowdfunding team specialized in encouraging and helping the grassroots social service organizations and community service programs with linkage to main online platforms, and launching the public crowdfunding projects in the way of Internet crowdfunding. By the end of 2017, the aggregate amount of funds raised online had exceeded RMB300 million over 11 years.
Philosophy

To advocate connectivity and provide all-round support for grassroots social organizations.

Brand projects

**Love Without Borders** - A medical aid project initiated by Amity Foundation, which collects donations through the Internet to help people from the developing countries.

**Hopeful Hearts** — The project helps children with congenital heart diseases under the age of 18 in poor families. In the past 15 years, donations were mainly collected in offline activities. Attempts have been made to identify more resources through internet in recent years. Internet charity platform has been tried to link with more related resources in recent years.
Religion-based Philanthropy

As a faith-based social organization, Amity Foundation encourages Christians to participate in social work under the Christian belief of “love”, to support the development of church-run social service, and to promote capabilities for social service by churches. On the other hand, Amity is committed to building a platform for charitable cooperation among religions, exploring ways to develop faith-based charity work, and making capacity building for religion-based philanthropy, with an aim to promote a healthy development of this field.
Philosophy

To encourage the religious circles to get involved in charity and to facilitate mutual understanding and integration among different religions, or between religious circles and all sectors of society.

Brand Projects

Jiangsu Christian Charity Fund - A special fund established by Amity Foundation and Jiangsu Provincial Christian Council / the Jiangsu Committee of the Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant Churches in China to develop diaconia work in Jiangsu Province and to consolidate positive roles of churches in China's economic and social development, which in turn create harmony between the church and the Chinese society.

Jiangsu Religion Philanthropy Training Base – Amity Foundation, under the entrustment of Jiangsu United Front Work Department and Jiangsu Religious Affairs Bureau, established this platform for inter-faith dialogue and charitable cooperation, exchange and training, for purpose of capacity building and further development of religion-based philanthropy.
Amity Foundation, Hong Kong

Amity Foundation Hong Kong Office was established in 1985. As Amity’s first “window” overseas, Amity Hong Kong Office, based on its overseas liaison work, gradually established new positioning for publicity, fundraising and public education in Hong Kong.

From 2008 to 2017, Amity Foundation Hong Kong raised more than HK$160 million to support Amity’s social development in China and around the world. We provided funding and/or were involved in 36 major natural disaster relief and reconstruction efforts in China’s mainland and eight other countries and regions, helped to build more than 20 projects for rural drinking water and schoolchildren health. In addition, we provided funding and training for about 1,200 college girl students living in poverty in Guizhou Province and fund nearly 1,700 children in the mainland. Furthermore, we were involved in the reconstruction of 34 rural schools and the construction of 43 village clinics.
Brand Projects

Living Water Project - Since 2010, we have been working closely with governments, partner institutions, social organizations and corporations in conducting lectures and activities for young people, spreading the message of the importance of a correct attitude on water saving and sustainable development, in order to provide financial support for water resource and health work in China and around the world.

Our Childhood – Since 2011, with the help of project teams from Nanjing headquarters, Hong Kong Office has been organizing social service by young people from educational institutions, churches and corporations in Hong Kong for at-risk children in the mainland with an aim to enhance understanding and cooperation.

Journeying with Love – Every year, we organize volunteers to visit Amity’s project areas, helping those who are interested in philanthropy to look more closely into philanthropic projects and to understand the needs of the mainland society.
Shanghai Rende Foundation was registered with Shanghai Civil Affairs Bureau on December 9, 2011. Our mission is to serve the society, benefit the people, promote innovation and build harmony. We are determined to become a recognized public fundraising foundation by providing support for civil philanthropy, promoting innovation and contributing to the sector development. Up to now, Rende Foundation has a total revenue of nearly RMB180 million.
Philosophy

With love in hearts, giving our act of virtue.

Brand Projects

Meals for Nestlings - Leveraging on the contribution from the public, Rende Foundation provides food and meals for children in economically disadvantaged families.

Sector Development and Foundation Capacity Building Program – Since its inception, Rende Foundation has been committed to establishing an ecological system and enhancing development capabilities for the sector. Up to now, Rende Foundation has launched more than five foundation development projects, aiming at enhancing the planning and governance capabilities of foundations, exploring suitable models for local foundation cultivation and promoting the development of the foundation sector.
Guangzhou Amity Philanthropy Development Center

In June 2016, Guangzhou Amity Philanthropy Development Center, initiated by Amity Foundation, was officially established. The Center is committed to meeting the needs of NGO development and establishing a resource-sharing platform to provide support for NGOs. We also provide management, training and consulting services on philanthropy activities and projects. Since its inception, the Center has assisted social organizations in raising RMB25 million through Internet, and held capacity building trainings for over 600 social organizations and more than 1,800 persons.
Philosophy

By integrating social resources, building platforms, the Center is committed to leading the innovation in the sector and promoting social development through integrating social resources, building platforms and pioneering in philanthropy sector.

Brand Projects

Sonodynamics Academy – This project is a series of courses focusing on NGO capacity building in communication, project and fundraising. We invited professionals to give lectures and made follow-ups on students, which achieved remarkable results.

Communication across City – Every year, shortly before 9.9 Philanthropy Day, we involve all sectors of the society in selecting 30 outstanding philanthropic projects and through online and offline activities to enhance public awareness on the sector.

Philanthropic Voices – We offer professional services in brand development, special reports, forum planning, annual meeting planning, social media account operation, communication training and other aspects to meet the needs of various NGOs in their branding process.
International development

Amity International Office in Geneva

On March 9, 2016, Amity International Office in Geneva was officially unveiled in Geneva, Switzerland. The establishment was driven by Amity’s vision for “abundant lives, more justice and a better world” and was a response to the call for the “Belt and Road Initiative” as well as for deepened reform, widened opening-up and strengthened global cooperation and exchanges. It actually sets up a bridge for Chinese social organizations’ globalization engagement.

Brand Projects

Amity Geneva Forum – We aim to build a standing platform for civil exchanges and friendly cooperation between China and the rest of the world.
Amity Office in Africa

For purpose of facilitating friendly exchanges and resource sharing between Chinese and African people, on July 1, 2015, Amity officially established its office in Addis Ababa, the capital of Ethiopia, to promote social development in African countries. This is the ever first branch office set up by a Chinese philanthropy institute in Africa. It marks a new development stage of Chinese social organizations' globalization engagement and has great significance.
Communication and Advocacy

Amity has established systematic dissemination and promotion process on its projects through we-media and social media. We have formed long-term and stable cooperation with more than 20 mainstream media in China. On the other hand, we continue our efforts in research and advocacy by carrying out researches in different fields such as water resource, biogas, disaster relief, elderly care, and NGO development, and further sharing our research results through seminars and other means. We believe, this will enable a healthy and sustainable development of China’s philanthropy sector.
Brand Projects

Amity Volunteers Carnival - A large-scale volunteers' fundraising event for designated projects through charity sales and charity performances, attracting over 1,000 participants including students, company representatives and kind-hearted people.

“Amity Cup” Table Tennis Game - In response to the call of the central government to “promote the development of fitness for all”, Amity Foundation and Chinese Table Tennis Association jointly held the "Amity Cup" Table Tennis philanthropic competition. The event combines sports with charity activities to encourage the public to pay attention to and participate in philanthropy while developing their physical fitness.
Bible Printing

In 1986, Amity Printing plant, jointly founded by Amity Foundation and the United Bible Societies, broke ground in Dongshan Town, Jiangning County, Nanjing. In November 1987, the first Bible came off the production line. After over 30 years of continuous efforts, Amity Printing has developed into a modern printing company with cutting-edge thin paper printing techniques. It is the main base of Bible printing in China and one of the world's largest bases for Bible printing. Our mission is to serve Chinese church to satisfy their needs for bible, to serve overseas churches for their needs for Bible, and to serve the Chinese society and the people of China. By the end of June 2018, the company had printed more than 180 million copies of the Bible.
Let's Light up love

Headquarters

Bank Details:
The Amity Foundation
Bank of China, Nanjing Centre Branch
29 Hongwu Road
Nanjing 210005
PR China
A/C#: 5105 5820 9952

Hong Kong Office

Bank Details:
Amity Foundation, Hong Kong
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corp.
238 Nathan Road
Kowloon, Hong Kong SAR
PR China
A/C#: 127-5-017372
Enables love to give aidance
Enriches virtues to nurture benevolence
Headquarters
The Amity Foundation
71 Hankou Road
Nanjing 210008, Jiangsu Province
China
Tel: (86-25) 8326-0800
Fax: (86-25) 8326-0909
E-mail: amitynj@amity.org.cn
Website: www.amity.org.cn

Hong Kong Office
Hong Kong Office
13/F Ultragrace Commercial Building
5 Jordan Road, Kowloon,
Hong Kong SAR, China
Tel: (852) 2723-8011
Fax: (852) 2366-2769
E-mail: amityhk@amityfoundation.org
Website: www.amityfoundation.org/eng

International Office in Geneva
150 Route de Ferney, P.O. Box
2100, 1211 Geneva 2, Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 791 6502

Amity Office in Africa
Near Western University College,
back of AMCE, Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia
Tel: +251 929306088